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We experimentally investigated the characteristics of two-photon transmission resonances in Rb vapor cells with
different amounts of buffer gas under the conditions of steady-state coherent population trapping (CPT) and a
pulsed Raman–Ramsey (RR) CPT interrogation scheme. We particularly focused on the influence of the Rb atoms
diffusing in and out of the laser beam. We showed that this effect modifies the shape of both CPT and RR res-
onances as well as their projected performance for CPT clock applications. In particular we found that at mod-
erate buffer gas pressures RR-CPT did not improve the projected atomic clock stability compared to the regular
steady-state CPT resonance. © 2016 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

Precise measurements of energy-level splitting in atoms and
molecules are at the heart of many devices. Long-lived transitions
between the ground-state hyperfine sublevels of alkali atoms are
particularly attractive for practical purposes due to their high
quality factor. Because their transition frequencies are typically
within a few GHz range, there has been a lot of interest in in-
vestigating all-optical interrogation methods for development
of compact frequency standards and magnetometers [1].

Coherent population trapping (CPT) [2–4] is a two-photon
optical effect in which two optical fields form a resonant Λ sys-
tem based on the two ground hyperfine states, as shown in
Fig. 1. Under the two-photon resonance conditions ωbc � ν1−
ν2, that is, when the difference of the two optical field frequen-
cies ν1;2 matches the energy splitting of the two ground states
ωbc , the combined action of the two optical fields optically
pumps the atoms into a noninteracting coherent superposition
of these two states known as a “dark state” jDi:

jDi � N �Ω1jci −Ω2jbi�; (1)

where Ω1;2 are the Rabi frequencies of the two applied optical
fields, and N � 1∕

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ω2

1 � Ω2
2

p
is the normalization constant.

Under the CPT conditions the absorption of the atomic
medium is suppressed, and one observes a narrow transmission
resonance with width γCPT:

γCPT � γ0 � jΩj2∕Γ; (2)

where the first term represents the dark state decoherence rate
γ0, and the second term demonstrates the CPT resonance
power broadening, as jΩj2 � jΩ1j2 � jΩ2j2, and Γ is an effec-
tive excited state decay rate [5]. In a dilute alkali metal vapor the
decoherence rates of the ground-state sublevels are often gover-
ned by the thermal motion of the atoms, leading to a relatively
long dark state lifetime [6] of a few hundred microseconds for a
vapor cell with a buffer gas [7,8] and up to hundreds of mil-
liseconds for the cell with an antirelaxation wall coating [9–12].

In the last few decades CPT resonances have been success-
fully implemented for both compact and chip-scale atomic
clocks and magnetometers [3,4,13,14]. A traditional scheme
for a CPT-based frequency standard operation [3] includes a
phase-modulated laser (typically a VCSEL) that produces nec-
essary optical fields interacting with atoms in a desired Λ con-
figuration. Adjusting the phase modulation frequency precisely
to the frequency difference between the two atomic ground
levels—the optical transmission peaks—allows the frequency
of the laser modulation source to be locked to the atomic fre-
quency. For atomic clocks the external source is typically locked
to the magnetic-field insensitive atomic transition, whereas for
CPT-based magnetometers the frequency difference between
two magnetic-sensitive transitions is measured to extract infor-
mation about magnetic field value.

There is an ongoing effort to improve the characteristics
of CPT resonances; for example, to reduce their sensitivity to
various technical noises (laser intensity and frequency noise,
fluctuations of environmental conditions) or to increase their
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contrast. It has been demonstrated that tracking the time evo-
lution of the dark state (similar to the more traditional Ramsey
scheme with two separated interrogation zones [15]) offers sev-
eral important advantages over traditional steady-state CPT
transmission measurements. This so-called Raman–Ramsey
(RR) interaction [16] works as follows: first, the bichromatic
optical field is turned on for long enough to prepare atoms
in the dark state; then, the optical field is turned off for the
time τRR , and the dark state is allowed to freely evolve in the
dark; finally, the optical field is turned on again, and its trans-
mission after the time τm is monitored. In case of nonzero two-
photon detuning, the dark state is not stationary, but it acquires
an extra relative phase during its time evolution:

jD�δR�i � N �Ω1jci − Ω2eiδR ·τRR jbi�; (3)

where δR � ωbc − ν1 � ν2 is the two-photon Raman detuning.
It is easy to see now that after the time τRR � π∕δR the original
dark state evolves into the strongly interacting bright state, and
if the relative phases of the two optical fields are maintained,
instead of enhanced transmission, one observes enhanced ab-
sorption. It is also clear that the oscillations between extra trans-
mission and absorption should be a periodic function of the
evolution time τRR , as long as this time is shorter than the
ground-state coherence lifetime. Assuming the homogeneity of
the ground-state decoherence (i.e., that all atoms experience the
same ground-state decay rate γ0), it is possible to calculate the
expected RR-CPT absorption coefficient κRR [17]:

κRR � α�1� βe−γ0τRR cos�δRτRR −Φ��; (4)

where the values of the coefficients α, β, andΦ are calculated in
Ref. [17].

Several publications theoretically and experimentally demon-
strated the advantages of the RR interrogation method com-
pared to the traditional cw CPT [18–22]. In addition to typically

having a larger contrast, an attractive feature of RR-CPT res-
onance is that the width of the observed resonances is deter-
mined only by the evolution time and does not depend on
laser power, unlike the regular CPT resonance. Thus, such res-
onances are not susceptible to power broadening and light
shifts, as was demonstrated in several publications [19,22,23].
In particular, one can show that for a homogeneously power-
broadened CPT resonance, in which all atoms have the same
ground-state decoherence rate, the expected enhancement in
the signal-to-noise ratio is

SNRRR

SNRCPT

� 2�πτRRγ0�2
CRR

CCPT

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τmIRR
T cICPT

s
; (5)

where T c is the total duration of one Ramsey pulse sequence,
IRR and ICPT are the corresponding average background in-
tensities (i.e., light intensities away from CPT conditions),
CCPT � I�δR � 0�∕ICPT − 1 is the contrast of the CPT reso-
nance, and CRR � ΔI fringe∕IRR is the RR-CPT contrast, where
ΔI fringe is the amplitude of the central fringe near δR � 0 and
depends on the specific values of τRR, τm, and so forth. We
assume that the ratio of signals in two interrogation schemes
is proportional to the ratio of the second derivatives of the light
transmission dependences on two-photon detuning. In our cal-
culations, we assumed a Lorentzian line shape of the cw CPT
resonance with the minimum width of γ0 [see Eq. (2)] and the
RR-CPT line shape described by Eq. (4). Thus, the product
�τRRγ0�2 reflects the ratio of these derivatives, and it is easy
to estimate that the RR-CPT arrangement is the most advanta-
geous for τRR ∼ 1∕γ0. The term under the square root repre-
sents the ratio of the shot noise contributions, under the
assumption of the shot-noise-limited performance, corrected
for the acquisition duty cycle. While the CPT signal is continu-
ous, the RR-CPT signal is collected only for the τm∕T c fraction
of the time.

In this paper, we consider the case of “inhomogeneously”
broadened ground-state coherence, in which different atoms
can have substantially different decoherence rates γ0. This sit-
uation often occurs in atomic vapor cells with buffer gas, in
which the size of the laser beam is smaller than the vapor cell
cross section. In this case, atoms can diffuse out of the inter-
action volume and then come back after spending some time
outside of the laser beams without dephasing their ground-state
coherence. Such a diffusion process introduces atoms with a
wide range of dark state evolution times inside the interaction
region, causing strong modifications in the CPT line shape; in
particular, the appearance of a sharp “pointy” top [24,25]. It
was shown that such behavior can be qualitatively described
similarly to the RR resonances [6,25,26] but by averaging over
the possible values of the evolution in the dark time, deter-
mined by dynamics of the atomic diffusion.

Below, we experimentally study this different regime for the
RR-CPT effect, in which an atom undergoes both controlled
and random evolution in the dark, one due to turning the light
fields on and off and the other due to the atom temporarily
leaving the interaction region. We compare the spectral line
shapes of regular CPT resonances (continuous laser interroga-
tion) and RR-CPT resonances (pulsed interrogation) in two
different Rb vapor cells with different amounts of buffer gas

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. The power and polari-
zation of the optical field before the Rb vapor cell is controlled using
an AOM, a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), and a quarter wave plate
(λ∕4). To stabilize the frequency of the VCSEL, approximately 20%
of its output is reflected into the DAVLL block, consisting of an
auxiliary vapor cell in strong magnetic field, a quarter wave plate,
and a balanced PD [28]. Inset shows the simplified level structure
of Rb atoms.
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(5 and 30 Torr of Ne) and observe a significant modification of
the RR-CPT line shape from Eq. (4). We present a brief com-
parison of the expected sensitivity for the frequency measure-
ments using steady-state CPT and RR-CPT resonances for the
Rb vapor cells with different buffer gas pressure and demon-
strate that the diffusion-induced line shape modifications
change the relative figure of merit between the two interroga-
tion methods.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS

In our experiment, we used a temperature-stabilized VCSEL
operating at the Rb D1 line (λ � 795 nm). The laser was
current modulated at νrf � 6.8347 GHz such that the laser
carrier frequency and the first modulation sideband were
tuned to the 5S1∕2F � 2 → 5P1∕2F 0 � 1 and 5S1∕2F � 1 →
5P1∕2F 0 � 1 transitions of 87Rb, respectively. The two-photon
Raman detuning δR was controlled by adjusting the laser micro-
wave modulation frequency νrf around the value of the 87Rb
hyperfine splitting using a computer-controlled homemade mi-
crowave source [27], such that δR � νrf − 6.834687135 GHz.
The intensity ratio between the sideband and the carrier was ad-
justed by changing the modulation power sent to the VCSEL,
which kept the sideband to carrier ratio equal to 60%. The op-
tical frequency of the laser was stabilized using a dichroic-atomic-
vapor laser lock (DAVLL) [28]. The details of the construction
and operation of the homemade laser system are provided in [29].

The circularly polarized laser beam with maximum total
power 90 μW and a slightly elliptical Gaussian profile (1.8 and
1.4 mm full width at half-maximum [FWHM]) traversed a
cylindrical Pyrex cell (length 75 mm; diameter 22 mm) con-
taining isotopically enriched 87Rb vapor and either 5 or 30
Torr of Ne buffer gas. The cell was mounted inside a three-layer
magnetic shielding and actively temperature stabilized at 53°C.
To isolate the magnetic field-insensitive CPT resonance, we
applied a homogeneous longitudinal magnetic field of 520 mG
using a solenoid mounted inside the innermost magnetic
shield. Changes in the total laser transmission were recorded
using a photodetector (PD), placed after the Rb cell.

For the RR-CPT measurements, we turned the laser beam
on and off using an acousto-optical modulator (AOM), placed
before the vapor cell, modulated with a square wave at the fre-
quency f mod. We verified that each “on” half-cycle was long
enough to achieve the steady-state CPT conditions. The fol-
lowing half-cycle, which corresponded to the AOM “off”
period, served as the dark evolution time τRR � �2f mod�−1. To
reproduce the RR signal, shown in Figs. 2(c)–2(f ), the values of
the laser transmission were recorded τm � 20 μs after the laser
was turned on again. This value of τm has been chosen to maxi-
mize the recorded RR-CPT signal. For longer τm the fringe
contrast was starting to decrease; for shorter τm the overall
transmission was smaller even though the line shape was pre-
served, as we carefully verified.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) present sample spectra of steady-state
CPT resonances recorded in the Rb vapor cells with different
amounts of the buffer gas under otherwise identical experimen-
tal conditions. For atoms traversing the illuminated interaction

region only once, the dark state lifetime can be estimated from
the average diffusion time through the laser beam of radius a
[30], implying the decoherence rate to be

γ0 ≃ �2.405�2D0

p0
p
1

a2
; (6)

where D0 � 0.2 cm2∕s is the diffusion constant of Rb atoms
in Ne at the atmospheric pressure p0 � 760 Torr, and p is the
buffer gas pressure inside the cell. Also, because in this case all
atoms experience approximately the same ground-state deco-
herence rate, the CPT line shape is expected to be Lorentzian
[this is the necessary assumption for deriving Eq. (5)]. In this
model the expected minimum FWHM values for the CPT res-
onance in the cells with 5 and 30 Torr of Ne buffer gas are
5.6 kHz and 930 Hz, respectively. In our experiments, how-
ever, the measured FWHM values for the CPT resonances were
quite similar in both cells: ≈1300 Hz and ≈1100 Hz. Also, the
shapes of the resonances were clearly non-Lorentzian, indicat-
ing the contributions from atoms with a wide range of ground-
state decoherence rates.

The pointy line shape analysis of these resonances reveals a
strong influence of atomic diffusion in and out of the laser
beam [6,24–26]. To understand the origin of the CPT line-
width narrowing, one must take into account the possibility
of an atom to leave the interaction region and then return after
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Fig. 2. Examples of steady-state CPT resonances (top row) and RR
resonances obtained for different modulation frequencies f mod and,
hence, for different dark time intervals (two bottom rows). The left
column corresponds to the signals obtained in the Rb cell with 30
Torr of Ne buffer gas, and the right one in the Rb cell with 5 Torr
of Ne buffer gas. In all graphs the vertical axis represents the relative
optical transmission I�δR�∕I background − 1. Two zero points on the 5
Torr graph at f mod � 150 and 300 Hz signify the absence of a de-
tectable signal at such long evolution times.
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some time without dephasing its quantum state. Such a re-
peated interaction model, developed in Refs. [25,26], draws
on parallels between the atom multiple interactions with the
laser beams interspersed with the “evolution in the dark” while
the atom is outside of the interaction region with the RR-CPT
resonances where the time of the evolution in the dark is con-
trolled by turning on and off the laser fields. However, because
now the evolution time is governed by the diffusion dynamics
and thus stochastic, the resulting signal is effectively averaged
over the distribution of the evolution times, which interferes con-
structively only for δR � 0, leading to a “peaky” CPT resonance.

Next, we analyze the effect of such diffusive atomic motion
on the RR-CPT resonances. The examples of RR-CPT fringes
recorded in both vapor cells at two different AOM modulation
frequencies are shown in Figs. 2(c)–2(f ). For the f mod �
600 Hz (τRR � 830 μs), the recorded transmission signals re-
semble the traditional RR-CPT fringes, for which the dark evo-
lution time is comparable to the dark state decoherence time: a
few higher-contrast fringes near δR � 0, and the reduced con-
trast fringes for larger Raman detunings. Interestingly, the rel-
ative heights of the central fringe in the two cells are almost the
same, even though one might not have expected to see any
fringes for such a long dark time for the cell with 5 Torr of Ne
because the diffusion time of Rb atoms through the laser beams
is only ≈60 μs. This indicates that the observed RR fringes are
mainly due to the atoms that preserved their dark state after
leaving the illuminated region and then diffused back after
τRR time. Clearly, the coherence lifetime for such atoms is
not limited by the time of flight through the laser beam but
rather by their in-and-out diffusion time, which can be signifi-
cantly longer [25].

In the RR-CPT spectra recorded for the shorter dark evo-
lution time (modulation frequency f mod � 2400 Hz, τRR �
210 μs) the shape of the fringes changes: there is a clear sharp
peak at zero Raman detuning, similar to the sharp peak observed
for CPT resonances, with some additional sharp dispersion-like
structures for δR equal to the multiple of f mod. The shape of the
central fringe implies significant contribution from the atoms
with diffusion times longer than τRR because these atoms expe-
rience similar distributions of dark evolution times, and their
sensitivity to small changes of δR is similar for both steady-state
CPT or RR-CPT detection schemes.

To verify this statement and to estimate the projected per-
formance of a possible frequency standard, we calculate the
maximum slope of the first derivative of the laser transmission
�∂I∕∂δR�∕I jδR�0, where I is the measured transmitted inten-
sity. Because the background transmission values in the both
cells were similar, the value of this slope can be used to estimate
the error signal for the feedback loop when locking the micro-
wave modulation source to a CPT or RR-CPT resonance. The
values of measured slopes for the two vapor cells are shown in
Fig. 3. It is clear that RR-CPT resonances in the 5 Torr vapor
cell do not provide any improvement in performance com-
pared to the standard steady-state CPT arrangement, as the
measured slope values are independent of the RR modulation
frequency f m. Indeed, in this regime the longest dark state evo-
lution time is provided by the atom physically diffusing out of
the laser beam and coming back, which contributes similarly in

the sharpness of the central spectral feature for both CPT and
RR-CPT resonances. Thus, having longer or shorter τRR only
affects the number of probed atoms, without changing their
response to small changes in the Raman detuning δR .

Our measurements in the 30 Torr cell, however, indicated
that for lower modulation frequencies there is a clear advantage
of using RR-CPT detection method, as we observed an almost
sixfold increase of the error signal for f m � 300 Hz. The
higher buffer gas pressure slows the diffusion dynamics, and it
takes much longer for atoms to leave the interaction region.
Still, for shorter dark evolution times τRR (i.e., for higher mod-
ulation frequencies f m > 1000 Hz) the measured maximum
slopes of the laser transmission near δR � 0 again become com-
parable to those of the regular CPT resonances, indicating the
return to the regime in which the highest spectral sensitivity is
determined by the diffusing atoms reentering the laser beam.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed the RR-CPT spectra, recorded in the Rb vapor
cells with 5 and 30 Torr of Ne buffer gas in the regime where
the diffusion of the atoms in and out of the illuminated inter-
action region played a significant role. Previous studies have
shown the superiority of the RR-CPT detection compared
to the traditional CPT transmission resonances for precise fre-
quency detection in the case of homogeneous ground-state
atomic decoherence. In the conditions of our experiments,
however, we found that the ratio between the evolution in
the dark time of the RR sequence τRR and the average dark
state evolution time of diffusing atoms becomes an important
parameter for evaluating the advantages of the RR-CPT
method. In particular, we found that in case of shorter τRR
the most sensitive frequency response to the changes of the
two-photon Raman detuning is provided by the atoms with
long diffusion times, and thus using a more complicated
RR-CPT method does not lead to any increase in signal.
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